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ABSTRACT 
The success of a fast moving consumer goods business depends very much 
on the company's ability to make its products as widely available to consumers 
as possible. Therefore, distribution plays a major role in creating a competitive 
advantage for a company. However, few things in China are easy for foreigners 
and especially not for those in the business of trying to get goods distributed 
across the nation. The path connecting foreign products and consumer passes 
through an often frustrating bureaucratic sequence from manufacturer to 
distributor before finally reaching shops and outlets. 
This study investigates the current distribution channels adopted by six 
multinational corporations (MNC) in fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) in the 
food and drinks industry, with Shanghai, the most commercialised city in China, 
as the final destination. These companies are Coca Cola; A. S. Watson (Sunkist 
brand); United Biscuits； Nabisco; Effem Foods (Mars brand) and Ferrero. Two in 
soft drinks； two in biscuits; and another two in chocolate. Through these case 
studies we are able to generalise the current distribution structure as a hybrid 
one involving a number of parties between manufacturers and retailers. For local 
manufacturers these parties are distributors; wholesalers and second tier 
wholesalers. For foreign manufacturers there are even more, such as trading 
company; import agents or 'intermediaries' serving special importing purposes. 
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From the case studies five factors are identified as the basics affecting 
channel selection. They are: company's perception to the market; company's 
orientation； stage of business development; relationship factor； and government 
policy. These factors are not specific to those product categories we are taking 
reference to, nor are they confined to Shanghai market. Rather they can be 
generalised to any FMCG and to China as a whole. 
Shanghai has always been China's big shopping city and the trend setter. 
There is no doubt that when it comes to development of chain supermarkets, 
Shanghai wi l l also be the leading city, occupying six out of top ten positions in 
the country. All companies having products selling in Shanghai definitely cannot 
overlook the role chain supermarkets are going to play given the open support 
from the municipal government. 
Most of the MNC expect that the share of their business via chain 
supermarkets wi l l continue to increase. Regardless of supplying directly now or 
not, some MNC already got staff serving these key accounts, quote a lower price 
and run consumer promotions inside the stores. And more companies are 
planning for direct selling to supermarkets in year 2000. 
Change in existing distribution channel is anticipated in view of the 
continuous growth ofsupermarket business. However, how long it wil l take to 
propel shorter distribution channel is uncertain giving so many variables. In 
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short term, the hybrid system with direct sales to some retailers, and via 
intermediaries probably wi l l continue. The former is expected to increase at the 
expense of the latter. 
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Distribution channel decisions are one of the essential areas of marketing 
strategy. One study shows that product and distribution are perceived by 
company executives as the two key variables that have the highest weighted 
values among the marketing mix variables (Reid, 1980). The distribution 
channel decisions may be at least as important in an international context, 
especially for new market entrants who may find limited access to traditional 
host - country distribution, and have home - country distribution experience 
very different from that which exists in the markets they are entering. This is 
definitely the case in China, where distribution channel decisions are even more 
complicated. 
The Changing Distribution System in China 
Before mid 1980's, China operated under a state distribution system 
controlled by the Ministry of Commerce (now known as the Ministry of Internal 
Trade). Goods were allocated within a rigid three - tier distribution system of 
state distributors; provincial wholesalers; and local wholesalers before reaching 
retailers and consumers, (see Chart 1) Prices were set by the Ministry and cross -
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tier transactions were not allowed. 
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But even so, manufacturers are frequently perplexed about the different 
and changing distribution practices. Although a more flexible and market driven 
system has emerged, managing the distribution chain continues to present 
daunting challenges. Overseas companies which have products manufactured 
outside China are still not able to get the products through to the ultimate 
consumers easily and directly. Foreign trading firms, whom these companies are 
familiar with, are not allowed to participate in distributing any goods so far. Thus 
they have to rely very much on the state owned enterprises or some private ones 
which emerged in the past few years. Another alternative is to establish a 
production base and gain a license to sell by itself. Butstill, such do - it-yourself 
distribution approach is not sufficient as building and managing the relationship 
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with distributors is also imperative to successful distribution in China. This 
probably explains that even distribution channels can be shortened by selling to 
retailers directly, some companies which have manufacturing base and license 
to sell directly still prefer selling through distributors. 
Such channel selection is further complicated with the recent emergence 
of supermarket chains in China. In Shanghai, the most commercialised city in 
China, the number of chain supermarkets continues to increase. Some are 
backed up by foreign management and capital; while some are supported by the 
local government preferential policies. Inevitably Shanghai retail scene wil l 
become more sophisticated. In this respect, multinational corporations which 
know the significance of chain supermarkets in developed markets in affecting 
sales performance wil l definitely take the lead in modifying the channel 
structure. 
Objectives of the Study 
So far not much attention has been paid to studying distribution channels 
for fast moving consumer goods in China. Some studies have taken the 
perspective of an individual firm's strategy, while some others talks about one 
product category. The objectives of this project study are therefore： 
1. To gain an understanding in the current distribution channel for fast moving 
consumer goods (FMCG) of multinational companies in food and drinks 
industry with Shanghai market as the destination. 
2. To identify key factors affecting channel selection in this context. 
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3. To project the modification of current distribution channels for multinational 
companies in the industry as a result the emergence of chain supermarkets. 
Arrangement of Content 
The study begins with methodology of the study and a brief literature 
review about channel selection, current distribution structure for FMCG in 
China, and relationship between rise of chain supermarkets and channel length. 
This is followed by an investigation of current marketing channels adopted by 
several multinational corporations to reach the Shanghai consumers in the 
FMCG segment in food and drinks industry. The third section presents a general 
picture of current distribution stricture for the captioned industry and an analysis 
of key factors affecting channel selection in the context. The following section 
briefly explains the recent trend of the emergence of chain supermarket in 
Shanghai. And the final section discusses some survey findings ofthe reaction of 




This study included a combination of primary and secondary research. 
Apart from academic literature review, desktop research was performed using 
information from： 
1. local and regional newspapers and journals reporting the latest movement 
of the Shanghai retail market scene concerning fast moving consumer 
products. 
2. publications from leading consultant firms such as Arthur Anderson and 
research agencies such as Survey Research China about distribution of fast 
moving consumer products in China. 
3. presentations by different speakers in 'China Distribution Management 
Conference 1996'. 
These publications have helped to cultivate an understanding of the 
general market situation of China market. With the special focus on Shanghai, 
specific market information and peculiar distribution practices are uncovered. 
To have an in depth understanding of different companies' distribution 
structure. Interviews were conducted with senior executives from those 
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companies taking part in the Shanghai fast moving consumer products of the 
food and drinks industry. This wi l l be supplemented with secondary information 
available, if any. For fair comparison, three product categories; and in each 
category, two companies are chosen for detailed discussion and analysis. After 
then an attempt wi l l be made to generalise the current distribution channels and 
identify the major considerations in channel selection for FMCG in food and 
drinks industry as a whole. 
To understand the impact of the emergence of chain supermarkets to the 
multinational companies. A descriptive survey with questionnaire was 
conducted. Target companies of the survey are various multinational companies 
operating in the above mentioned sector. Whether they are selling imported or 
joint venture products, or both, is insignificant. 
Total population is unknown as there is no official data on the number of 
companies operating in Shanghai. However, since the distribution of these 
FMCG is still very much rely on local distributors, as revealed from the study. 
Therefore, a few large local distributors were asked to identify some of these 
companies with an annual sales turnover of at least RMB 5 million for Shanghai 
city alone. This is regarded as an indication that the companies show 
commitment in pushing sales in Shanghai, and that the performance is not a 
« 
result of traders or speculators who has identified short term profit opportunities, 
Target respondents are Sales Managers of the MNC responsible for the business 
of the Shanghai city. 
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The questionnaire was set to be semi - structured and concise. 
Standardised questions with fixed choices were used to shorten the response 
time and for easy comparison purpose. Questionnaires are mailed to where the 
sales operations are located. After completion, the respondent can either fax or 
mail it back. Follow - up telephone calls were also made to encourage response. 
A sample of the questionnaire is attached in Appendix 1. 
As a rule of thumb, the bargaining power of chain supermarkets is 
associated with the number of outlets it has. Therefore, in this survey we have 
defined to our respondents that chain supermarkets refers to those with more 





At international level, Goodnow & Hansz (1972) found that the degree of 
control over a firm's distribution channel declines as the risk level becomes less 
favourable. Johanson & Vahine (1977) suggested that a firm typically began to 
export using an agent, next establishes a sales subsidiary, and may then begin 
production inthehostcountry.Wil l iamson (1981) contends that foreign markets 
are generally better off using an independent international channel in the 
absence of market fractions and scale economies. Other researchers have argued 
that most companies would prefer to run their own international marketing 
operations, but use distributors owing to low sales volume and high start up 
costs (Rosson & Ford, 1981). Using a transaction cost analysis framework, Klein, 
Frazier & Roth (1990) found that hierarchical exchanges (using a foreign sales 
subsidiary or serving the foreign market from home) are more likely when 
specialised knowledge and investment are necessary or the environment is 
volatile. Trivedi (1995) deemed that channel selection is a 'cost of information' 
issue. Using intermediaries may help efficient distribution and it is an 
information base with the knowledge and know - how to access the relevant 
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consumer segment. 
Very little attention has been paid to the effects of the host country's 
environment on channel decisions in 'multiple home countries - one host 
countries' situations. Kim's (1993) study showed that the product's transaction -
specific assets are the most important factor explaining the use of integrated 
channels. Additionally, sales size, the time the product has been on the market, 
and the experience of operating in U. S. were significant factors also, but not 
home country nationality. 
In general, the presence of a short channel indicates some degree of 
vertical integration, or the presence of a large scale intermediary such as a large 
multinational enterprise that has engaged in forward integration (Sharma & 
Dominguez 1992). Long channels are generally associated with high channel 
specialisation and with wide geographic coverage (Berman 1996). The tradeoff 
is the relationship between channel control and resource utilisation (Cespedes 
1989), 
Distribution Practices Adopted in China 
ArthurAnderson (1997) has identified four major distribution options 
available for local manufacturers in China, each of which has different 
implications in terms of cost, control and geographic coverage. They are: 
1 • Setting up sales / branch offices in major cities; 
2. Appointing a sole distributor in each major region； 
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3. Setting up sales offices in strategic regions, and appointing distributors in 
other provinces; and 
4. Using national trading companies to distribute products nationwide. 
However, since the distribution system in China is still evolving and the 
markets are highly regionalised, do - it - yourself distribution involves high 
learning costs and significant requirements in human and financial resources. 
Therefore, most of the available options include a mix of do _ it - yourself 
distribution and leveraging on distributors / wholesalers. 
For companies which export products to China, several avenues are 
available. They include: 
1 • Using state - owned foreign trade corporations / local import - export 
agents； 
2. Using trading companies in Hong Kong; 
3. Using multinational trading companies; and 
4. Setting up trading companies in Free Trade Zones. 
Ghannel l_ength 
Sharma & Diminguez's (1992) literature review best summarised the 
studies on how the external environment forces affect channel. Two of them are 
relevant to our discussion later. Shimagushi & Lazer (1979) pointed out large 
scale retail chains propelled shorter distribution channel. Mittendorf(1978) 
indicated that the relationship between channel lengths and economic 
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development is inverted U shape, yet the achievement of economies of scale 
and competitive advantage ofsupermarkets wi l l lead to more direct channels. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CURRENT DISTRIBUTION STRUCTURE IN CHINA 
In this project three categories in FMCG sector have been chosen for 
detailed investigation in its current channel structure. They are carbonated soft 
drinks, biscuits, and chocolates. The perspective wil l be from that of the 
manufacturers^ who look down the channel towards the market. Discussions on 
other related contexts in marketing channels such as channel management, 
physical distribution wil l therefore be brief and only be covered if it helps 
understandingthe distribution structure. 
These three categories share some common characteristics in distribution. 
They are all volume business which requires a high level of consumer reach. 
The success of such business depends significantly upon making the goods 
widely available to consumers. Hence, they are sold through different channels 
such as institutional purchase and catering outlets. For simplicity purpose, we 
wil l focus on discussing channel structure that ends at retail outlets. 
In the Shanghai retail scene, the China Retail Audit Study done by Survey 
1 Rosenbloom (1991) defined marketing channel as 'the external contractual organization 
which management operates to achieve its distribution objectives'. 
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Research China in 1994 / 95 has verified the wide availability of these three 
product categories. Carbonated soft drinks was found in 63 percent of stores 
carrying all FMCG, i.e. 15,997 out of 25,438; just second to beer (64 percent) in 
total drinks. Both biscuits and confectionery products were found in 43 percent 
of the shops carrying all FMCG about 11,000 outlets, ranked fourth and fifth in 
total food category, behind instant noodles, seasoning and sauces (both 61 
percent); and chewing gums (53 percent). 
Definitely local brands have quite significant contribution in achieving 
such high distribution level of these three categories. But the reason to focus on 
multinational companies is their decisiveness and aggressiveness in opening up 
new markets. With the know - how in other developing and developed 
countries, they wil l pioneerthe structural change in retail business and 
distribution channel evolution in China. 
Carbonated Soft Drinks : Coca Cola Versus Sunkist 
In the following case studies of Coca Cola versus Sunkist, the emphasis is 
on the contrast of channel selection. For fair comparison, the focus of Coca Cola 
wi l l be on its can business, which is the only pack size Sunkist has. 
The lure of the huge Chinese population has always motivating and 
breeding determination in foreign marketers and best known global brands to 
open up the last untapped market. In carbonated soft drinks category, Coca Cola 
was definitely the first foreign brand to return to China. Days after Deng Xiao 
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Ping announced China's economic liberalisation in December, 1978, Coke 
came knocking on the door, started with exporting and then set up factories. 
Now, in less than two decades, the United States giant has already established 
an extensive distribution network covering most part of the nation via its 18 
bottling plants, each responsible for the sales and distribution of Coke products 
in the assigned region. 
Coca Cola believes that different levels of market development have 
different customer issues. Cities are categorised into three levels of market 
development in China: 
1. Major economic centres 
They are characterised by the entry of leading international customers; 
emergence of new channels; consolidation oftraditional retailers into 
chain store operations； and existence of street vendors threatened by 
urban renewal. 
2. Developing markets 
In these markets there is limited international participation； major food 
store and food service channels already selling Coke; but there is a lack of 
merchandising and overall business sophistication. 
3. Underdeveloped markets 
In these markets customers are local people primarily, yet many are still 
unfamiliar with Coca Cola products. Retailers are mostly small and 
unsophisticated. 
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Definitely Shanghai is categorised as one of the 'major economic centres'. 
As Mr. Mark Ohlson, Coke's General Manager in the city who is responsible for 
Eastern China operations said, 'Shanghai is a very important market. It is the 
leading edge of China/ 
Furthermore, Coca Cola has a '3A policy' for China. The first A is 
'Availability' - this is to make sure customers can find the trademark red cans 
wherever they want to. The second A is 'Affordability'- to and come up with 
ways to source and distribute the product and keep it affordable for consumers. 
The last A is 'Acceptability' - this relates to image establishment so as to keep 
consumers loyal to the brand. Obtaining majority foreign equity is Coca Cola's 
practice in order to control and drive distribution. 
In Shanghai, Coke's distribution is handled by Shanghai Shen Mei Food & 
Beverage Co. Ltd., a joint venture among Coca Cola, Shanghai Food 
Development Industries Co. and Shanghai Investment Industries Co.. In Shen 
Mei, there has in place a hybrid distribution which relies on both direct 
distribution and third party wholesalers. Coca Cola staff focus on the city and 
area within 50 kilometres of the factory, in particularthey sell directly to the key 
outlets such as large supermarkets and food stores. Besides, several mini-depots 
have been set up at distant locations with one another in the city to supply 
assigned districts. To encourage sales, the sales staff responsible wil l be granted 
commission based on the quantity sold. Small sized wholesalers and retail 
outlets can just come, buy, pay and pick up immediately. At the same time the 
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company has not overlooked the importance of large and medium sized 
wholesalers, who further distribute the products down to outlying areas, 
counties and villages etc... The sales split between wholesalers and direct to 
retailers is about forty versus sixty. 
CHART 2 
Distribution Structure of Coca Cola in Shanghai 
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Unlike Coca Cola which positioned itself as a mass product, Sunkist 
Sparkling is more a premium carbonated soft drinks. The brand is owned by 
Sunkist Growers, Inc., a citrus growers' co-operatives in California, U. S. A.. 
Fruit juice based beverages, to Sunkist, is used as a tool for brand building. As a 
result of the long lasting relationship in opening up the Hong Kong market, A. S. 
Watson Group (Hong Kong) Co. Ltd. has been appointed by Sunkist Growers as 
the licensee to produce, market and sell the Sunkist range of products in China. 
In 1996, Guangzhou Watson's Food and Beverage Co. Ltd., (a joint venture with 
Guangzhou Economic & Technology Development District Commercial 
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Services Co.) in which A. S. Watson Group (Hong Kong) owns majority share, 
was set up as a manufacturing base. After then Sunkist was produced locally to 
supply the whole country. 
While there had been a trend to cut short the supply chain to minimise 
margin and be more price competitive, A. S. Watson is taking the contrary route. 
Instead of selling directly to its distributors in Shanghai, (which it can do so) the 
company sells the products via one of its distributors in Dongguan, Guangdong 
Province, who then resells to Shanghai. That Dongguan distributor is the sole 
appointed supplier to Shanghai who entitles subsidiaries based on the quantity 
sold. Its role is a middleman handles product delivery. Sales orders of the 
Shanghai distributors are placed to Guangzhou Watson's Food & Beverage Co. 
Ltd. Shanghai Branch Co., which then passes to the Dongguan distributor. The 
latter wi l l then place order to A. S. Watson Sales Administration based in Hong 
Kong to arrange product delivery from its Guangzhou factory to the Dongguan 
distributor, which supplies the wholesalers in Shanghai. A warehouse was also 
set up under the name of the Dongguan distributor, yet managed by the 
Shanghai Branch Co. in order to keep buffer stock for urgent or small quantity 
orders. 
Such indirect distribution seems strange but A. S. Watson is not without its 
concerns. The assigned Dongguan distributor is the company's largest 
distributor who built A. S. Watson's' business in China ten years ago. It is 
reliable and trustworthy, in particular in terms of payment. On the other hand. 
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the company has little trust in any of the Shanghai distributors, which always 
defer payment. 
In Shanghai, A. S. Watson relies solely on several local distributors to get 
the distribution done. Some concentrate on supplying large department stores 
and retail outlets, while some others supply the catering outlets such as hotels 
and restaurants. Products are also sold to the second tier wholesalers who then 
redistribute to small street outlets and outlying counties, however, volume is still 
limited due to premium pricing and low brand awareness. 
CHART 3 
Distribution Structure of Sunkist Sparkling to Shanghai 
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Biscuits : United Biscuits Versus Nabisco 
Unlike carbonated soft drinks, the case study of United Biscuits and 
Nabisco here is more dynamic and longitudinal as it happened that United 
Biscuits changed its distribution strategy which gave Nabisco an alternative to 
modify its own. 
United Biscuits Ltd., the venerable British manufacturer, is one of the early 
dedicated multinational players in the China food market. Its first factory in 
2 Berman (1996), an extension of the concept developed by Roland S. Vaile, E.T. Grether & 
Reavis Cox(1952) 
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Shekou, United Biscuits China, was built in 1988 and its first cracker was baked 
in August 1989, just two months after the Tiananmen Incident. 
United Biscuits has set up liaison offices in cities including Shanghai for 
several years, matching the expansion of company business to different cities. 
The role of these offices was to have direct contact with local distributors on 
issues such as order placement; fol low up on product delivery; supervising the 
sales team to visit retail outlets regularly； and to run promotions. Products were 
delivered from the factory to regional warehouse for the distributors to pick up, 
who then paid to the Shekou factory via the office. 
By spring 1995, United Biscuits products were found in six hundred 
outlets in Shanghai, a figure most FMCG companies would be happy to have, 
but not United Biscuits. One reason is that there were more than ten thousand 
outlets in Shanghai selling biscuits. This meant United Biscuits was only able to 
achieve 6 percent distribution. Secondly, most of these six hundred outlets 
carried only the core but not full range. This is because distributors would only 
stock fast moving items and didn't want to hold up their already limited capital 
on slow moving ones. As a result, United Biscuits range could only occupy 
limited shelfspace for display. Top management, most ofthem British, were less 
concerned about relationship with distributors, but rather more in store display 
which is visible and affect sales directly. 
To break the clutter, in the summer of 1995 the company has decided to 
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take Shanghai as a test market to upgrade the liaison office to become a Branch 
Co., responsible for its sales to local distributors or retailers, and issue invoice on 
its own. Since then United Biscuits started to sell directly to retailers which can 
achieve the minimum ordering quantity. As expected, direct sales was wefl 
received by the outlets who always like to deal with manufacturers directly, and 
they are wi l l ing to accept terms such as carrying full product range including any 
new product launch； provide best in - store location for product display; 
prompt payment otherwise cut supply... etc.. 
Even though United Biscuits sold to retail outlets at same price level 
quoted by distributors previously, the latter were annoyed started to feel their 
position being threatened and their importance declining. They deemed that the 
change ofdistribution strategy of United Biscuits wil l not restore and began to 
lose motivation in continuing business on United Biscuits products. Those who 
continued only because United Biscuits products are such hot items that it is 
necessary to keep in the portfolio. Some middle or small sized wholesalers have 
given up and diverted their effort to other competitive brands. Such response has 
further reinforced United Biscuits' top management to increase the number of 
direct sales accounts in order to increase, or at least to maintain the total sales. 
The switch to direct sales has been very encouraging to United Biscuits. 
Sales morale was high as the number of new accounts kept increasing. By the 
end of 1996, it reached 1,700, ofwhich about 40 were wholesalers. More 
importantly, Shanghai Branch Co. was able to break even in several months' 
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time with an increased marginal contribution. Both increase in net sales value 
per ton and in sales volume were noted. The former was higher as direct sales 
has bypassed the distributors. In other words, the company earned the 
wholesalers' mark up itself. The latter's increase is a result of having full product 
range on best positioned shelves. Feedback from local chain supermarket also 
reported that United Biscuits has outsold its major competitor, Lu, a brand 
owned by Danone, the French food giant since Dec. 1995, six months after it 
started direct sales. Bad debts were also kept at an acceptable level by providing 
rebate for cash payment, and threatened to cut supply in case of late payment. 
Such successful and encouraging result has stimulated the top management to 
adapt the practice to Beijing and Guangzhou immediately. 
If we look back to the time of relying on sales to distributors, United 
Biscuits' services to retail outlets was not quite satisfactory because it was an 
indirect supplier only. However, such reliance had succeeded in tying up the 
limited amount of capital ofthe distributors to focus on United Biscuits products. 
The bulk volume and quick turnover also enabled the company to require all its 
distributors to distribute United Biscuits' range exclusively in the biscuits 
category, thereby keeping other competitors outside the door. Nevertheless, 
when the company changed its distribution strategy, even the most loyal 
distributors who had helped building up the business experienced a sharp drop 
in sales volume. They found it not longer reasonable and justified to distribute 
United Biscuits products exclusively. So, a loophole began to exist thereby 
giving chance to another potential competitor, Nabisco, to approach them, 
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which Nabisco had longed for. 
CHART 5 
Distribution Structure of United Biscuits to Shanghai 
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Nabisco (China) Ltd. is one of the beneficiaries as a result of the change in 
United Biscuits' distribution strategy. It is just able to catch the right time. The 
company's manufacturing base in Beijing has started operation since 1994. To it, 
Shanghai has been regarded as the most fierce battlefield where many big 
、 brands like United Biscuits, Khong Yuan, Lu etc... have already established 
strong foothold in the market that make entrance of a new brand difficult. 
Nabisco was well aware of such situation. Thus, right from the moment it 
decided to enter the Shanghai market it has approached a number of large local 
distributors to help distributingtheir product range. 
However, all of the 'powerful' ones were not enthusiastic as they were 
already preoccupied with other brands which business has been quite stable and 
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they had agreed to exclusive distributorship. Some smaller ones showed interest 
but they either did not have a strong network or lack sufficient capital to support 
Nabsico's full scale launch. Under such circumstances, Nabisco could only 
appoint Shanghai Children's Food Store, a well known retail outlet as its sole 
distributor. As expected, sales fell short of budget and Nabisco, with limited 
resources available, was forced to do direct sales by itself. 
In September 1995 when United Biscuits decided to proceed with direct 
sales and leaving the distributors unhappy, a gap was created at the distributor 
level for Nabisco to fill in. Nabisco made use of the opportunity to persuade 
original United Biscuits' distributors to carry its products and penetrated into 
many outlets which United Biscuits has been. Since then it was able to 
implement its original plan, i.e. a three tier levels distribution. It supplied 
directly to large retailers, leaving the medium sized to the distributors, and 
asking the second tier wholesalers to serve the small ones. 
Nabisco's rationale is simple. It is well aware of the future potential of the 
large outlets, in particularthe chain supermarkets like Hua Lian, Lian Hua and 
Park'n Shop, where they need to have sufficient and prominent shelf space. 
Besides, distributors are unwilling to supply small outlets where volume is 
minimal but delivery cost is high, thus the opening up of a number of second tier 
wholesalers wi l l help to extend distribution to small outlets which can buy and 
pick up nearby. 
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Such arrangement creates a win - win situation as it assures the role and the 
business scope of the distributors, while at the same time satisfies Nabisco. By 
maintaining a right balance of sales between distributors and direct sales, 
Nlabisco's sales increased dramatically and its products are found with good 
display in many large and medium outlets. 
CHART 6 
Distribution Structure of Nabisco Biscuits to Shanghai 
Manufacturer 
Nabisco (China) Ltd. 
J 、 ~ " 
Wholesaler Wholesaler 
" " ^ n ~ ~ T — 
Second Tier Wholesaler 
^ ± V 
Retailer ~| | Retailer ~ | | Retailer 
i i i 
Consumer 
Chocolate : Mars Versus Ferrero 
The case studies of carbonated soft drinks is about company orientation； 
for biscuits it is about change of distribution strategy over time. Now it is 
chocolate, the focus is on the relationship with distributing agents, or what we 
use to call in Hong Kong 一 trading companies. 
In Business China (12 Nov., 1990), it stated so, 1f more M & M's are 
melting in the mouths of Shanghai consumers these days, it is because East 
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Asiatic Co. has successfully developed a way to distribute the well known U. S. 
chocolate product in the c i ty / 
That was the time when Mars chocolates were bought into Shanghai by the 
container - load from the United States or Australia, or in smaller shipments via 
Hong Kong. The East Asiatic Co. (Hong Kong) Ltd. then sold the chocolates to 
wholesalers / distributors in Shanghai. The East Asiatic Co. is the long lasting 
distributor of Mars products in Hong Kong, who has also helped in opening up 
the China market. 
Now Mars chocolate is no longer imported from overseas, it has a 
production base in China. Instead of establishing joint ventures as that by other 
multinational companies, Mars followed its owners' wishes and set up a wholly 
owned foreign company, Effem Foods Beijing Co. Ltd., which responsible for 
the manufacturing and marketing of its brands. Sales and distribution 
responsibility is somehow split between itself and the East Asiatic Co.. 
Effem Foods Beijing Co. Ltd. has a Branch Co. in Shanghai responsible for 
sales order taking, payment collection and product merchandising. Its sales team 
visits the retail outlets regularly to check displays, advertising and inventory 
needs. It encourages store managers to put up M & M's point of sales materials 
and sometimes conducts taste tests or giving away trial packages, through which 
to increase sales. The role of East Asiatic Shanghai Representative Office is to 
help in logistics such as providing warehouse and arranging product delivery 
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according to the orders taken by Mars sales staff, in return it earns a certain 
percentage of the total sales amount. Through such co - operation, Mars has 
bypassed all large distributors and goes directly to the second tier wholesalers 
and retailers. 
We have discussed earlier how the fear of inability of collecting 
outstanding payment from Shanghai distributors directs A. S. Watson's 
distribution strategy. In fact, prompt payment collection from Shanghai retailers 
is not easy either. Yet Mars has been able to manage the situation successfully 
since its brands are all well known ones that every retailer must carry. Incentive 
is granted to retailers who pay upon delivery, or within specified credit days. 
Whenever there is any outstanding payment longer than days allowed, Mars wi l l 
simply cut off the supply. Apart from direct sales to retailers, Mars products are 
also sold to second tier wholesalers who then redistribute to outlying counties. 
Unlike in Hong Kong, the relationship between East Asiatic Co. and Mars 
in China is more a partnership rather than a supplier _ trading agent relationship. 
The former cannot be regarded as the distributor of Mars chocolate in China. 
The government so far has not granted any foreign company the right to 
distribute products in the country. Strictly speaking, what East Asiatic does for 
Mars is illegitimate and the former is at risk. But given the geographical spread of 
China, Mars cannot handle direct sales to all retailers. It involves large 
investment in system set - up and recruiting and training of sales team. Therefore 
^ in secondary cities Mars has assigned East Asiatic all sales responsibilities, and 
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only provides assistance such as issue invoices at regional office level. To East 
Asiatic, the business is a tradeoff between risk and return. 
CHART 7 
Distribution Structure of Mars Chocolate to Shanghai 
Manufacturer 
Effem Foods Beijing Co. Ltd. 
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Ferrero, unlike Mars, takes an entirely opposite approach in opening up 
the 1.2 billion population market. So far, the company still does not have any 
plan to set up manufacturing base in China. Its products are sold at a premium 
price, partly due to its Italian origin, and more due to all kinds of fees and mark 
ups involved in getting the products to Shanghai. 
Ferrero shares one thing in common with Mars, they have co - operated 
with their long lasting distributor in Hong Kong for distribution in China -
lnchape JDH Ltd.. Just like The East Asiatic Co., Inchape does not possess a 
license to distribute. Yet the situation to Ferrero is more complicated as it has no 
establishment in China, neither is it a wholly owned or a joint venture enterprise, 
^ Berman (1996), same as {2) 
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nor does it have any offices set up in any cities. In other words, it relies whol ly 
on lnchape to link up all parties from Hong Kong to Shanghai to make sure that 
the products are available in the market. 
Despite the lack of a license, lnchape has always prepared to expand its 
trading business to China as an extension of services to their current and 
potential suppliers. Before China unveiled the 17-article 'Provisional Procedures 
on Establishing Selected Sino - Overseas Foreign Trade Joint Ventures' at the end 
of September, 1996, lnchape has already set up its wholly owned lnchape 
(Nanjing) Development Co. Ltd.; representative offices in all big cities and 
including Shanghai; and after then, a wholesaling company in Shanghai's 
Pudong area to explore whatever business opportunities available and help 
distributing its suppliers' product range indirectly. 
Though further away, shipping Ferrero chocolate from Italy to Hong Kong 
is much easier than from.Hong Kong to Shanghai, lnchape has made use of two 
channels. The first one is official - to ship it directly to lnchape (Nanjing) 
Development Co. Ltd. and pay full custom duty of 15 percent (for chocolate); 1 7 
percent value added tax; handling, freight and insurance charges. This is the 
safest but also the most expensive. Therefore, less than 5 percent of total 
products sold to China is sold through this channel. After products arrived, 
lnchape (Nanjing) Development Co. Ltd. wil l sell them to the Shanghai 
distributors lined up by lnchape Shanghai Representative Office. 
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So, how is the rest of more than 95 percent shipped to China? Inchape has 
explored a passage adopted by other FMCG companies for their imported 
products - through trading companies in Zhuhai, which is usually called an 
intermediary. Inchape firstly sold the products to that intermediary, whose role is 
as simple as to arrange product delivery from Hong Kong to cross the border 
with required invoicing at a cost lower than using official channel. This is 
feasible as the intermediary always has close connection with local government 
units and can help to cope with the complications in custom clearance. Its job 
finishes after the products are sold to the aligned Shanghai local distributors. 
When the products arrived at Shanghai finally, the local distribution 
structure is similar to other products we have discussed earlier, i.e. to sell to 
retailers. As Ferrero products are positioned as a premium brand with a premium 
pricing, the primary target is to penetrate into large department stores or chain 
supermarkets, through which to approach the potential target group. 
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CHART 9 
Distribution Structure of Ferrero Chocolate to Shanghai 
Manufacturer 
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Generalisation of Current Distribution Channel 
Based on the case studies of the six companies, an attempt is made to 
generalise the current distribution structure in China. Although this originates 
from six companies only, it nevertheless represents FMCG in food and drinks 
industry currently selling in Shanghai. 
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Chart 10 
Current Distribution Structure in China (Shanghai) 
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Key Factors Affecting Channel Selection in this Context 
Plenty of marketing literatures have covered factors affecting channel 
selection in general; for particular industries, or specific countries. Nevertheless, 
only a few are available with reference to FMCG in food and drinks in China. 
From the above mentioned case studies, several basic factors are identified 
which are peculiar In this respect. 
7. Company's Perception to the Market: Impact on Channel Selection 
The contrast of Coca Cola and Ferrero in selecting distribution channel for 
their products reflects the difference in company's perception towards the 
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market. Coca Cola has transferred its experience in dealing with bottlers in other 
parts of the world to China by aligning with strong local players to handle sales, 
marketing and manufacturing. It makes sure that the products are available at all 
possible soft drinks selling outlets through a hybrid distribution system, with 
massive promotional support and a reasonable price level to capture the mass 
market. The rationale behind is simple - they deem that the China market is full 
of potential. The early they are in the market, they quicker they establish their 
brands, the more available the products can be, the higher the return in the 
future. In such case the channels selected have to fulfill the objective of 
providing as wide a coverage as possible 
2. Company's Orientation : Impact on Channel Selection 
As a subsidiary of one of the listed blue chips in Hong Kong, Hutchison 
Whampoa, A. S. Watson has adopted a more short term and profit oriented 
approach. The company's major concern seems to be to guarantee its money 
back at the expense of a high retail price. Sales volume or market share, in this 
respect, is only a secondary issue. Taking its lack of confidence towards the 
Shanghai wholesalers, this probably explains why the company has not made 
use of its establishment of a Shanghai Branch Co. to sell directly to local parties. 
Instead they'd rather rely on another distributor to supply the Shanghai city by 
offering a return to the latter but with the security of payment collection. There 
probably may be argument on whether the rationale behind such channel 
selection is the company's perspective to the market that it feels uncertain about 
the environment, be it politically or economically. However, when we look at 
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the investment of its sister company, Park'n Shop is making, probably volatility 
of the market environment is not an issue. 
3. Stage ofBusiness Development: Modification of Distribution Channel Over 
Time 
The dynamics of United Biscuits and Nabisco in Shanghai is like a 
'marketing warfare' described by Al Ries & Jack Trout (1993). It is unfair to 
conclude that United Biscuits has committed a mistake. From the very beginning 
the company was on the right track to capture and occupy as much capital of the 
wholesalers as possible. Early birds all did the same because they know that by 
doing so they can pre - empt their competitors. Relying on distributors is the 
most simplest, easiest and cost saving option to enter a new market. It is 
especially true in a place like Shanghai where state owned enterprises has the 
financial resources but little initiative to push the products, while individual 
enterprises have the initiative but lack capital to back up. Once an individual 
enterprise is identified as having both the initiative and capital back up, any 
company which wants to establish a place in Shanghai wil l knock on the door. 
In such case, the earlier one is in the market the more advantageous the position 
one wi l l be in. United Biscuits has demonstrated a very good example for this. 
However, there wil l be a day that a manufacturer has achieved what it 
wants and finds expansion limited by the current distribution practice. It is 
difficult to persuade the distributors to change as they are powerful as well. They 
have to be well fed otherwise the manufacturer wil l put itself at risk of offering 
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the resources to the competitors. It is especially difficult to persuade distributors 
to hold up their capital to the slower moving items, there are simply too many 
other manufacturer and products waiting for them. By then there wi l l be only 
two options, either the manufacturer be satisfied with the status quo, or break 
the clutter by relying on its own. At a time when it seemed mature, United 
Biscuits chose the latter way. The manufacturer enjoys higher marginal 
contribution, assumes greater control over pricing and merchandising, initiates 
and monitors promotion programs at retail level in a more effective manner, and 
. h a v e relevant market information to facilitate promotion and production 
planning. 
On the other hand, Nabisco is going back the other way round. It 
conducted direct sales first and come back to ask for distributors' assistance later. 
The sheer volume of order processing and complication in payment collection 
has entailed high administrative and system set up costs when Nabisco was not 
ready. Therefore when it was able to rely on a few large distributors for a bulk 
volume, it became so successful. 
In a nutshell, there is no right or wrong route. The key point is to maintain 
a right balance of business done through distributors and to retailers directly, 
taking the company's business development stage into consideration. 
4. Relationship Factor: Role of Trading Company in Distribution Channel 
Although both Mars and Ferrero distribute their products with the 
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assistance of their distributors, it does not mean that this is a must. For these two 
companies, possibly the consideration of relationship is an influential factor 
when the decision was made, bearing in mind that neither East Asiatic nor 
lnchape got a license to distribute in China (except lnchape in Pudong) so far. 
Obviously Mars can handle sales on its own with its establishments in 
China. It may be surprising why under such circumstances it still relies on The 
East Asiatic Co., who had already been sued or fined for several times. The 
.superf icial strength of East Asiatic is that Mars is familiar with its practices and 
operation methods. Besides, Mars can save a lot in resources and investment 
such as system set up, recruitment and training, whi le at the same time able to 
maintain a reasonable services standard to the retailers via East Asiatic. 
In the case of Ferrero Asia Co., it has the capability and resources to bypass 
lnchape and establish relationship with local distributors in China directly. Such 
direct deal has been quite common among other companies having products 
exporting to China. 
In short, both Mars and Ferrero are ready to link up with local distributors 
directly instead of goingthrough tradingcompanies. If the trading companies do 
not have a license to distribute due to government regulation and thus had to 
rely on local distributors; and i f the trading companies do not have the 
advantage of understandingthe local situation but distributors have; why don't 
the manufacturers go to the local distributors directly, who can provide similar 
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services as that oftrading companies, giving proper guidelines and close 
supervision? Mars, in fact, is going ahead to this direction to use distributors in 
some secondary cities rather than relying on The East Asiatic Co.. 
The current issue is then, apart from relationship concern, the company's 
long term strategy towards the market. This goes back to the first factor affecting 
Coca Cola's channel selection. What is the company's vision and strategy to 
China? Is it ready to invest more in China to build up the business and rely on its 
.own? Does it want to? Once the company's future position and strategic plan is 
determined and done, decision on channel selection wi l l be clear. 
5. Government Policy: Impact on Channel Structure 
Trading is a grey area in China's economy, and foreign manufacturers tend 
to find their own ways, with varying degrees of legitimacy and government 
approval, of bringing their goods to the local market. The government regulation 
has been a major hindrance to the expansion oftheforeign tradingcompanies in 
China and on the other hand provide a chance for the local ones to grow. It is 
not until September, 1996 that the Chinese government allowed the setting up 
of Sino - foreign trading ventures in Shenzhen and Pudong. In order to qualify, 
however, the foreign partners, which can only hold a minimum stake, must have 
an annual turnover of US$ 5 billion and an annual trading volume with China of 
over US$ 30 million. 
Possible outcome of such requirement is that the trading joint venture wil l 
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be limited to large scale corporations only. But still, the business scope is 
restricted. Not until the government further loosens the regulation that the 
growth and expansion of the trading joint ventures can take off. In other words, 
their role in current distribution structure is still restricted. 
Remarks 
The list of factors can be an endless one if we pursue further. However, 
these few should be the basics because all others can be traced back to these few 
finally. For instance, resources availability can be one reason affecting channel 
selection. But one reason the company is not investing has to deal with the 
company's perception about the market. If it feels optimistic, then feasibility 
study and evaluation wil l be made for further management decision. The time in 
the market may be another concern, but again it has to go back to the company's 
perception about the market, the stage of business development to decide what 
channels the products should use. 
One point to note is the relationship factor, which should be quite unique 
to the Chinese society. Chinese always emphasised 'guanxi', it is upon this most 
business relationships are built and therefore it is not a surprise that it affects 
channel selection in this context. 
When we refer back to some marketing literatures, the list of factors here 
seems short. Primarily this is because we have confined ourselves to a particular 
industry in a particular context. This has thus ruled out the necessity to discuss 
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the difference in terms of product nature and geographical concern. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE SHANGHAI RETAIL SCENE 
The Shanghai Economy 
Since China adopted the policy of economic reform and opening to the 
outside world, Shanghai has witnessed fast and sustained growth in its economy 
and has reported marked increase in its economic strength. During 1978 to 
1995, the annual average GDP growth rate hit 9.1 percent, and during 1992 to 
1995 it bettered 14 percent for four consecutive years. The annual GDP per 
capita has increased from RMB 4,295 in 1980 to RMB 31,268 in 1995. When 
compare its proportion in the nation's total, Shanghai occupies about 1.17 
percent of the total population but 4.3 percent of the total GDP. 
With regard to purchasing power, Shanghai is also far ahead of the national 
average. In 1995, Shanghai's retail sales of consumergoods per capita is RMB 
6855. Relative to the national average of RMB 1702, the index is 402. 
Given the relatively high levels of GDP growth rate and retail sales per 
capita, it is no wonder that Shanghai has been undergoing a revolution in the 
retail scene. No longer do the massive state stores dominate the retail scene. A 
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wide range of retailers has now opened their doors, and the number of privately 
owned retail outlets has mushroomed throughout the city. With continuing 
reforms occurring in the retail industry, a growing number of foreign joint 
venture retailers are being established and are now exposing Shanghai 
consumers to a completely new shopping environment, such as malls, large 
shopping complexes, self services supermarkets and convenience stores. At 
present, there are more than 70 department stores, each with floor space of over 
5,000 square metres, operating in Shanghai. The number of supermarkets and 
convenience stores has hit 800 and 1,300 respectively. In any case, the 
Shanghai marketplace is just like in the period of Warrior States. It is dynamic 
and ever changing. 
Retailing is a key area of foreign investment with an importance that 
extends beyond the plans of foreign retailers hoping to set up modern 
supermarket and department store chains. The opening up of China's retail 
sector, which only began in 1992, also has implications for importers into China 
and foreign firms currently manufacturing within the country. These firms are 
restrained by inefficient domestic wholesaling and distribution networks, where 
foreign investment is even more strictly regulated. Now the buoyant retail scene 
provide them more shopping outlets to reach the consumers. The Chinese 
consumers are also beginning to realise that joint venture stores are more than 
just fun places to window - shop. They offer centralised, one - stop bulk buying 
of quality goods at a price people can afford. Such trend also affect local retailers 
as competition is becoming keen and they are facing a direct confrontation. 
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Those who want to survive increase their competitiveness by revising shop 
layout and re - decorate the shopping environment to attract consumers; train 
staff to be consumer oriented; set up joint ventures with foreign parties and learn 
the foreign practices and management".etc. Those who refuse to change find 
themselves getting worse. Only two alternatives are available - to reform or to 
wind up. 
Fast Moving Consumer Goods Handlers in Shanghai 
One indication of how quickly that retail environment is changing is the 
average length oft ime that shops have been in business. The 1994 / 95 retail 
census done by Survey Research China has gathered information for all FMCG 
handlers. On average, retail shops had been in business for about seven years in 
Shanghai. Such average, tend to be increased by department stores, which have 
been in business for the greatest length of time. Fully three _ quarters of all 
supermarkets had been in business for only one year at the time of census. Over 
90 percent of the kiosks had been operating for 5 years or less. . 
Development of Chain Supermarkets in Shanghai 
In Shanghai, the development of chain supermarkets wil l be fast and its 
impact to manufacturers' distribution strategy cannot be overlooked. The 
expansion is openly supported by the municipal government. Newly opened 
local chain supermarkets are able to enjoy preferential policies in capital, rent 
and taxation. Therefore, it is not a surprise to see that Shanghai chain 
supermarkets has already surpassed their counterparts in other provinces, and 
occupy six out of the top ten positions in the country. (Appendix 1) 
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Shanghai Municipal government has also stated clearly its objective 'to 
open up 100 outlets a year, and aim at having a total of 1500 outlets by year 
2000, so as to keep in pace with Hong Kong: At the same time it aims at 
reducing the number of chains from 28 to 20, with a final target of less than 10. 
In other words, the principle is to have fewer but larger chains for higher 
efficiency and economies of scale. 
So, how wi l l the multinational companies react? Are they well prepared? 
Wi l l they revise their distribution strategy as that of United Biscuits to improve 
customer (chains) satisfaction? There are some questions we would like to find 
out how these companies are going to adjust to the change in external 





The objective of the survey is to better understand the impact of the 
emergence of chain supermarkets in Shanghai to multinational companies in 
FMCG food and drinks industry _ including both importers and foreign firms 
having manufacturing bases in China. 
Response Rate 
A total of thirty companies were approached. There was no reply from nine 
companies, seven companies have rejected to answer due to company policy or 
other reasons, two of the respondents were found having a sales turnover of less 
than RMB 5 million and thus not qualified. Twelve responses were received 
finally. The percentage of usable responses is 40 percent. 
Survey Results 
Although there is not sufficient information to provide a generalised view 
of all multinational companies, the information received has nevertheless 
expressed and represented the practices ofsome companies in the industry. The 
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data collected is presented as followed. 
General Sales Information 
Most of the companies have entered the China market for less than 10 
years, while their business started in Shanghai even later. 
TABLE 1 
The Duration of Companies Started Operations in China and Shanghai 
Duration ~~Number of companies started business 
in China in Shanghai 
I year or less 0 0 
1 - 5 years 5 6 
6 - 1 0 years 3 5 
I I - 15 years 1 5 
more than 15 years 3 ] 
TOTAL 12 12 
Information on number of product categories selling； types of companies, 
establishments and 1996 annual sales turnover are shown in Table 2, 3, 4 
respectively. There is no direct relation between number of product categories 
and sales turnover； companies' establishment and sales turnover. The total 
number of company's establishment in Shanghai is more than 21 because two of 
the companies enjoyed both status for manufacturer and liaison office for 
different products under the same corporation. 
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TABLE 2 
Number of Product Categories the Companies Sell in Shanghai 
~Number of P roduc t “ Number of 
Categories companies 
n 5 
4 - 6 6 
7 - 9 1 
9 or above 0 
TOTAL 12 
TABLE 3 
Companies' Establishment in Shanghai to Handle Sales Responsibility 
— Types of Establishment Number of c o m p a n i ^ 
MaAufacturer 3 
Branch Co. 6 




Target Companies' 1996 Annual Sales Turnover for Shanghai City 
RMB Number of companies 
5 - 5 0 million 8 
51 - 100 million 0 
101 -150 million 0 
151 -200 million 1 
200 million or above 3 
一 TOTAL 12 一 
Chain Supermarkets Related Information - Direct Sales 
With regard to the percentage of annual sales turnover to chain 
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supermarkets, all companies expect that such percentage wil l be increased by 
year 2000 (Table 5). Besides, some companies not selling directly to these chain 
supermarkets are planning to do so by year 2000. The number of 'currently 
selling' is 5, while that of planning to sell by 2000 is 8. 
TABLE 5 
Share of Annual Sales Turnover to Chain Supermarkets Now and by Year 2000 
Percentage Number of companies 
Now Year 2000 
107o or less 3 0 
11 -207o 6 3 
21 -30% 2 2 
31 -40% 0 4 
41 -50% 1 2 
50% or above 0 1 
TOTAL 12 12 
Chain Supermarkets Related Information - Key Account Management 
Size of the current sales force is shown in Table 6. The number of sales 
staff these target companies have for Shanghai varies. Seven out of twelve 
already got sales staffspecialised in chain supermarkets； while some of the rest 
are still following the old practices of allocating responsibilities by district; one 
has no establishment in Shanghai and relies entirely on intermediaries. 
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TABLE 6 
Number of Sales Staff the Company Working for Shanghai Market 
Number of Staff Number of companies 
less than 5 1 
5 - 1 0 4 
11 -15 1 
1 6 - 2 0 2 
2 1 - 2 5 2 
more than 25 2 
TOTAL 12 — 
Chain Supermarkets Related Information - Trade Practices 
All companies have run consumer promotions with these chain 
supermarkets, in particular price cut promotions. Some had run redemption 
programmes, special stack display, special selling packs and on pack premium 
promotion. 
All companies / their distributors have given preferential treatment to these 
key supermarkets. Lower net intake price is almost a must. Other special deals 




The first chain supermarket in China was established in 1991, six years ago 
only. Yet no companies can afford to overlook its development and expansion. 
As the research revealed, about 50% of companies have their establishments, be 
it branch co. or representative office, grew up with Hua Lian and Lian Hua, the 
first supermarket chains in Shanghai. 
Given the open support of and the preferential policies granted by the 
Shanghai municipal government, the number of supermarket outlets wil l only 
keep increasing. It is highly likely that supermarkets wil l represent a more 
significant share of business of the FMCG manufacturers. This view is also 
shared by all the manufacturers taken part in the research. At present 
supermarkets occupy 20 percent or less oftheir business only. But in three 
years' time, most manufacturers expect that the share wil l increase to a variation 
of 11 to 507o. So, what are the implications? 
To Manufacturers 
The emergence of chain supermarkets has already brought along different 
sets of rule of the games to the trade. Firstly, the concept of key account 
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management in the sales force. It just took exactly six years for the concept to 
become a must. Dealing with wholesalers and independent retailers alone is no 
longer sufficient. Seven out of the twelve companies taken part in the survey 
already have sales staff specialised in managing the chains. An imminent task for 
the companies is therefore to train up staff who know how to handle and 'play 
wi th ' the chains, who know how to fight for the best for the company by giving 
out as minimum cost as possible. 
Secondly, concessions are being granted to chains. In the past, the focus of 
Shanghai market was the three famous shopping streets — Nanjing Road, Huai 
Hai Road and Sichuan Road. What manufacturers needed to do was to secure 
distribution in shops on these three streets, which have enjoyed relatively 
preferential trading terms such as special trade promotions, sampling counters to 
push sales, longer credit days etc.. relative to other stores. Now the focus has 
shifted to supermarket chains which enjoy not only better trading terms than 
these large independent stores, but also tailor - made consumer promotions such 
as price cut, special pack. Another typical practice is to offer a price lower than 
other outlets. The better the chains' sales, the lower the product intake cost and 
the better the terms they can get. Manufacturers may afford having no products 
sold in one store, but they probably cannot afford having no products sold in an 
entire supermarket chain. In other words, the shift of bargaining power begins to 
be more in favour of the chains. 
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To Current Distribution Structure 
Wil l there be any change to the current distribution channel (Chart 10) 
when more companies are prepared to sell directly to chains by year 2000? 
Does Shimagushi & Lazer's findings (1979) of large scale retail chains propelled 
shorter distribution channel apply to Shanghai? This question has to be 
investigated from different perspectives. 
1 • To local manufacturers, the proportion of direct sales from them or their 
branch company to retailers should be increased if supermarket business 
continue to grow as anticipated. Whether their margin wil l improve or 
worsen wil l subject to the bargaining power of both parties, e.g. share of 
manufacturer's business occupied by the chain; range of products the 
manufacturer carried. 
2. Local wholesalers which supply the supermarkets at present is likely to be 
the party suffered most, having lost a significant share of business. Second 
tier wholesalers wil l probably suffer as well, especially if further expansion 
of supermarkets or convenience stores eat up the business of ,mom and 
pops' small traditional outlets which they are currently supplying. One 
alternative to maintain their business for both wholesalers and second tier 
ones is to supply to the counties or outlying areas of the city where chain 
supermarkets have not reached yet. Besides, Shanghai is the centre of the 
Eastern region, having much connections with neighbouring provinces 
such as Jiangsu and Zhejiang. This leaves much room for the wholesalers 
to continue performing their function. Unless the manufacturers are ready 
to distribute to these areas on their own, the function of wholesalers 
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cannot be eliminated. 
3. Non chain supermarket retailers wi l l be left into an unfavourable position. 
With a limitation in size and business thereby losing a bargain on bulk 
purchase discount relative to chains, their prices are likely to be 
uncompetitive. The survival wi l l then depend on whether there is a 
competitive edge, for instance, services, distance from other supermarkets. 
When the above wi l l take place and thus change the current distribution 
structure depends very much on the development ofsupermarket chain business. 
It takes Hong Kong ten years' time for supermarkets to take off and reach 
maturity (Lau & Lee 1986), and being dominated by two large chains, Park'n 
Shop and Wellcome, even until now. Whether Shanghai takes as short, or as 
long as ten years is uncertain. On one hand, it is well known that Shanghaiese 
always want to win. Such mentality applies to the local chain supermarkets as 
well. International competition is becoming increasingly apparent. With their 
powerful competitiveness, multinational firms have been making inroad into this 
megalopolis for a greater market share, and marked successes have already been 
t 
seen. This has put pressure to the local chain operations to get themselves well 
prepared in all aspects in order to compete and be the market leader. 
On the other hand, both the area and population of Shanghai is larger than 
those of Hong Kong, thus require more effort in looking for good locations and 
managing the operations. The high rent wil l also inevitably affect the number of 
outlets to be opened. On consumer side, it takes time for Shanghaiese to change 
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their shopping behaviour and be relied on supermarkets. There can be an 
endless list of factors affecting the supermarket chain development which is 
beyond the scope of this study. 
In short term, the distribution channel in Shanghai is likely to continue as 
now, i.e. a hybrid system with direct sales to some retailers such as chain 
supermarkets; via intermediaries such as wholesalers and second tier 
wholesalers to other retailers. The major change would rather be the sales split 




The first part of the study about distribution channels in China FMCG in 
food and drinks industry aims to provide a better understanding into the topic 
than is currently available. A study on six companies has both pros and cons. 
The positive side is that we can understand thoroughly each one's 
considerations in channel selection, especially when the companies are of the 
same product category. The down side is that it may be a bit superficial and 
insufficient to make a generalisation out of it. But in any cases such information 
wi l l be valuable to any companies who would like to or want to take part in 
China. 
The market environment is ever changing, the pace wil l be even quicker in 
China as people can catch up the current level oftechnology immediately 
without experiencingthe 'painfuls, and 'evolutions, in between which other 
countries had gone through. This should be of no exception to the development 
of chain supermarkets in China. The perspective we are taking in this study is 
from the manufacturers' point ofview. What the management need to aware is 
how and when to adjust its strategy taking into consideration the company 
objectives, its stage of business development and the change in external 
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environment. The strategy would be more than distribution alone. Top 
management needs to make a balance among the chains, and between the 
supermarkets and grocery trade. Manpower planning and training is necessary to 
get the sales staff ready. The marketing teams need to know the tactics chains are 
playing in other countries, and its impact on consumers, shopping behaviour 
etc... 
At the same time, changes in retail scene is going on. International players 
such as Yaohan has already established a presence, so have hypermarkets like 
Carrefour, and warehouse clubs such as Metro. With international supermarket 
chains like Ahold and Park'n Shop, the stage is set for further dramatic 
development. Shanghai retailers, be it local chains or non chain ones, must 
adopt modern, professional practices or be swept away. In such way, changes in 
existingdistribution channels is expected. Local wholesalers, second tier 
wholesalers and non chain retailers, in particularthe small neighbourhood -
based traditional outlets probably wil l fall into an unfavourable situation while 
supermarket business continues to grow. Yet their future prospect wil l depend 
on their capability to face, cope and fit into the changing external circumstances. 
By serving as a preliminary insight of the context, more discussions or in-
depth studies can be pursued into specifically in the future. Some areas of 
interest are : the role of large foreign trading companies in China; relationship 
between company's stage of business development and the distribution 
practices adopted; comparison of FMCG distribution channels between China 
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and other developed countries, impact of emergence of chain supermarkets to 
wholesalers, the relationship between channel lengths and economic 
development. All these wi l l help to better understand the distribution channels 
of the China market. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Questionnaire Used for the Survey 
DearSir /Madam, 
I am a Part Time MBA student of the Chinese University of Hong Kong, and 
is now conducting a research study about the distribution of fast moving 
consumer products to Shanghai. Part of the study wil l be focused on the impact 
to the multinational companies as a result of the emergence of chain 
supermarkets such as Hua Lian, Lian Hua and Park's Shop in recent years. 
I would appreciate if you can help in providingsome information of your 
company's business in Shanghai. Your input is valuable and indispensable to the 
research study. 
Thanks very much for your assistance in advance. 
Lilian Au 
* Chain supermarkets here referred to those have more than 10 outlets in 
Shanghai. 
1. How long does your company started business: 
a. in China? 
1 years or less 
1 - 5 years 
6 - 1 0 years 
^ ] ] ^ 11 -15 years 
^ ] ] ^ more than 15 years 
b. in Shanghai? 
1 years or less 
] ] ^ ^ ^ 1 - 5 years 
3^^^^ 6 - 1 0 years 
^ ^ ^ ] ^ 11 -15 years 
3 ^ ] ^ more than 15 years 
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2. How many product categories does your company sell in Shanghai? 
1 - 3 
4 - 6 
7 - 9 
9 or above 




liaison / representative office 
others, please specify 
4. Please estimate your company's 1996 annual sales turnover generated from 
Shanghai market alone. 
less than RMB 5 million 
5 - 50 million 
51 - 100 million 
^ ] ^ 101- 150 million 
^ | ^ ^ 151 - 200 million 
201 million or above 
5. Please estimate the percentage of your 1996 annual sales turnover goes to 
chain supermarkets (e.g. Hua Lian, Park'n Shop). 
107o or less 
^ ^ ^ ^ 11 _ 20% 
2 1 - 3 0 7 o 
3 1 ^ 31 -407。 
4 1 - 5 0 7o 
^ | ] ^ above 50% 
6. How do you expect this percentage wil l become by year 2000, taking into 
consideration ofthe new retailers coming into Shanghai? 
107o or less 
^ ; ^ ^ 11 - 20% 
21 - 30% 
~^^^^ 31 - 40% 
4 1 - 5 0 7o 
^ ^ ^ above 50% 
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7. Does your company selling directly to these chain supermarkets at present? 
Yes 
No 
8. Does your company has plan to sell directly to them by year 2000? 
Yes 
] ^ [ ^ No, Why? 
9. How many sales staff does your company has for Shanghai market alone? 
less than 5 
5 - 1 0 
11 -15 
1 ^ 1 6 - 2 0 
21 - 2 5 
more than 25 
10. Does your company has sales staffspecialised in handling chain 
supermarkets at present? 
Yes, how many? 
~ Z Z 1 No 
11. Does your company / distributors run consumer promotions in these chain 
supermarkets? 
Yes, pr ice cut (you can tick more than one) 
lucky draw 
redemption 
multi - packs 
on pack premium 
^ ^ ^ ^ Others, please specify 
No 
12. Does your company / distributors give preferential treatment to these 
accounts, but not to other large independent outlets (e.g. Shanghai No. l 
Food Store)? 
Yes, lower net price / cash rebate (can tick more than one) 
rebate in kind 
~ ^ incentive campaign such as overseas trip 
3 ^ ^ ^ others, please specify 
No 
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Finance / Administration 
^ Z ^ Other 
Thanks very much for completing the questionnaire. 
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APPENDIX2 
Top Ten Chain Supermarkets in China 1996^ 
Name Sales Turnover Number of 
(million RMB) Outlets 
1. Shanghai Hua Lian Supermarket Co. 902 101 
2. Shanghai Lian Hua Supermarket 800 108 
Commerce Co. 
3. Shenzhen China Resources Supermarket 327 44 
Co. Ltd. 
4. Shenzhen Park'n Shop Co. Ltd. ^ 27 
^ “Shangha i Agriculture, Industry and 249 38 
Commerce Supermarket Co. 
6. Shanghai Gao Jia Supermarket Co. Ltd. 221 15 
7. Shanghai Zhong Hui Supermarket C o . “ 170 15 
Ltd. 
K~Dongguan Sugar & Liquor Group Mei Jia 146 40 
Supermarket Co. Ltd. 
9. Shanghai Jie Qiang Cigarette, Sugar & “ 134 30 
Liquor (Group) Chain Co. 
10. Beijing Wu Fu Commerce Chain Co. 133 22 
4 These supermarket chain corporations so far are focused on developing local markets only. 
For instance all six Shanghai chains have all their outlets in Shanghai only. Whi le the two Shenzhen chains 
have all theoutlets located in Guangdong Province. The Dongguan and Beijing ones even do not have 
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